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“We've arranged a civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on science 
and technology.”                                                   
                                                                                                                                    Carl Sagan 
 
The Corona virus pandemic has caught the whole world off guard. It has pushed the whole mankind 
into isolation and away from all human proximities. The world, suddenly, seemed to come to a           
standstill but only for a while. With the most enterprising and rejuvenating abilities, the human kind 
has risen again from its ashes and has stridden forth on the wings of Science and Technology. In 
these testing times, the staff and the students have together risen, hand in hand to accept the    
challenge of unperturbed learning. BBPS, Rohini has been steadfast in its commitment to Holistic 
Education. The clairvoyance of our mentors at the CES office allowed us to sail ahead smoothly with 
our CRISP & Google Suite plans well in place. The   platforms chosen ensured that the Cyber Safety 
issues are taken care of and students are protected from many threatening malwares.  
 
In the Lockdown period, students and teachers have been interacting through the Virtual classes, 
infact, the only real system for now. The highly efficient staff instantly trained themselves with the 
latest technologies and helped their colleagues to rise up to the occasion with unbelievable strength. 
Well structured lessons have been the priority with graded assignments and online assessments to 
check students‟ comprehension. While for Pre-Primary video calls were used to connect along with 
well-designed weekly planner; for classes I-XII Google classrooms were created and Google 
hangout meets were structured to provide synchronous online teaching experience. Classes I-V also 
had  access to the teacher generated digital study material through CRISP connected classrooms. 
The Snap  Homework App has been our daily deliverer of well organized lessons for the students of   
Primary and Pre Primary sections.  
 
It is incredible that the virtual platform has also accommodated the co-curricular activities with great 
ease. Music, Dance, Art and Value Education, Physical Education, Yoga etc have been organically 
woven around the academic pursuits for holistic learning. Celebration of Special Days like World 
Book Day, Mother‟s Day, Earth Day etc was organized and has witnessed an overwhelming         
participation by the students and parents. Online competitions have also been held, again, using  
technology as the mainstay. While the  lockdown period was used for “Care & Connect” with parents 
and students, some maiden efforts included highly fruitful collaborations with famous groups like  
initiation of Funtoot Programme for Mathematics and partnership with STEMROBO for Artificial    
Intelligence &Robotics classes and use of Creative & Critical Thinking worksheets to hone desirable 
skills. 
 
In stressful times like the present, nobody can overemphasize the need to maintain the emotional 
and mental well-being of the child. To cater to this crucial aspect of education, we have successfully   
conducted live counselling sessions by the school counsellor and have received encouraging     
feedback. The range of online engagement has expanded our vistas to connect with the Parent 
Community through the highly appreciated Parent Teacher Meetings held on Saturdays through 
Google Meet. At this juncture, I would like to express my heart felt gratitude to PTA Executive Body 
for extending a helping hand and supporting EWS students and their families in such testing time. 
 
Apart from the teaching learning process that has been effectively catered to by virtual platform; lot 
of   administrative and examination tasks have also been completed like Stream allocation, Conduct 
of online Compartment exams etc. I share this news with great pride that many faculty members are 
engaged in developing Content for prestigious educational platforms like DIKSHA, Sikshavani,    
Vidyadaan etc. Increased participation of teachers in webinars, online enrichment sessions etc    
exhibit their innate aspiration to hone their skills and enhance knowledge. As is said by Benjamin        
Disraeli, ‘There is no education like Adversity’. The current times may have rendered us helpless 
but definitely not hopeless. Human Innovation and enterprise has always overcome all hurdles. 
Through E-learning programmes, we at BBPS Rohini, are fathoming forth to the vision of Global 
education. We thank all our stake holders for their  zealous participation in the same. The way 
ahead is our beacon of hope and victory of our enterprise. 
 

Stay healthy and Stay safe. 
 
 
GEETA GANGWANI 
(PRINCIPAL) 
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FROM THE VICE PRINCIPAL’S DESK 

 

In this direction, an e–counselling 

sessions on Stress Management 

for classes VII-X were also        

conducted alongwith counselling 

session on carrier options for the 

students of class XI. 

As parents, I request you to    

constantly communicate with your 

children and not pressurize them 

for any task completion if they want 

to take some break. There are   

various activities in which you can 

involve yourself with your children 

such as gardening, watering plants, 

cleaning and mopping, playing 

board games, dancing and singing, 

cooking (strictly under the          

supervision of adults),  sorting old 

photographs to digitize them, art 

and craft, knitting, designing and 

decorating old stuff and many 

more. It also a good time to absorb 

in nostalgia and listen to   stories of 

grandparents‟ lives or to connect 

with all those who we haven‟t    

spoken to in the longest time now. 

I hope you all stay safe and sound 

till this scare of Corona passes and 

we all move out into a world reborn. 

 

STAY AT HOME ! STAY SAFE ! 

STAY CONNECTED ! 

 

BANDHANA SHARMA  

( VICE PRINCIPAL )   

This is the exactly the maxim by which 

we all have so closely associated   

ourselves with in the present times. At 

the very  outbreak of Covid 19 , I had a 

chill run down my spine as to what will 

become of the world. As an             

administrator, the first thought that 

struck me was how the school will run 

and what all challenges will confront 

us. But to our relief, technology came 

to our rescue and we began the online 

classes for Classes X and XII which 

soon spread across the length and 

breadth of online teaching space. Very 

soon, Classes VI -VIII, IX, XI were also 

included in online classes via Google 

Classroom. It was just the tip of the     

iceberg until the entire bulk of the ice-

berg was amassed and we  realized 

that with regular practice we will soon 

get accustomed to teach online. So, 

each teacher began this self-training 

and this has really helped us evolve. 

Since the beginning of the lockdown 

phase, the teachers have been     

working really hard to curate content 

for the online lessons. They are also 

using all sorts of Audio–Visual aids 

and e-resources to teach. After initial 

hiccups, the attendance of the        

students has also improved and they 

have become more regular in          

attending the „virtual school‟. To      

ensure a steady pace, the syllabus is 

being regularly monitored and hence is 

moving in the right direction. The        

teachers are following proper Time     

Tables. Useful learning material is  

being regularly shared with the       

students as per schedule. The     

teachers are regularly taking up doubts 

and queries of the students/parents to 

make the entire process of teaching 

and learning very comfortable. 

We also managed to successfully  
conduct online compartment exams for 
Class XI and the results were also 
shared online. Most importantly, the 
allocation of streams to Class XI     
students has been successfully       
accomplished. Similarly, we have been 

able to virtually allocate sections to  
Classes I, VI and IX. Not just academic 
but co-curricular activities are being  
conducted to ensure holistic growth of 
the students. Special days are also    
being celebrated like Earth Day,      
World Book day, Mothers‟ Day and                            
the students have whole-heartedly           
participated in these. 

I would like to mention that since the    

second week of March, there were        

challenges but we have been conducting 

regular coordination committee meetings 

to discuss important course of action 

and implementation. To ensure regular      

communication, circulars are being sent 

through all possible channels like the 

school website, Snap Homework App, 

school‟s official Facebook Page etc. 

Amidst all this, we are trying to  Parents‟ 

feedback for their valuable  suggestions 

and observations at every stage.       

Involvement of parents has been quite 

successful as we smoothly conducted an 

orientation session for the parents of 

students studying in Class VI and PTMs 

have been conducted for classes VII and 

IX. 

This is an unprecedented time, the        

situation is grim across the globe and it 

is quite painful to see people losing their 

lives to this deadly virus. But all I would 

like to convey to all stakeholders is that 

patience is the key to longevity and just 

follow this lockdown really seriously. The 

school is trying its optimum to ensure the            

consistency of learning but most        

importantly, we are equally concerned 

about our students‟ good health,       

emotional & mental well-being and    

spiritual condition. This is the reason that 

a day in the virtual classroom begins 

with a hymn and some informal          

interaction to encourage the students to 

share their routine activities. A dash of 

humour is  added to keep everyone at 

ease. Lessons on Value Education, Arts         

Education and Physical Education are   

being imparted to keep the students      

stress-free and engaged.  

                     Tough times don’t last, tough people do. 
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FROM THE HEADMISTRESS’ DESK-(MIDDLE DEPTT.) 
 

“Technology has enormous potential to address educational needs more efficiently, help teachers improve their 

performance, and enrich and individualize student learning.”  

                                               Wendy Kopp 

 
The Corona Pandemic has brought the whole mankind at such a juncture in the world history, where technology seems to be 

the only savior. It is the only means to keep us furthering in this world defined by the number and nature of Lockdowns. It 

has, in fact, proven to be the only aid to restructure the school lessons. The whole purpose of education is to hone an      

inquisitive mind and develop a critical thinking among the students. At BBPS, Rohini we have successfully woven together 

the scholastic and co-scholastic activities in the process of  imparting and receiving education. 

 

This dual process of teaching and learning is apparently defined by three different but inter connected aspects of              
education-developing an attitude to learning, creating new knowledge and finally acquiring human and ethical values. The 
school has effectively addressed these   requirements with organized academic, art, music, dance and value education   
classes spread over the week.  
 
The regular sessions of visual and performing arts not just break the monotony of the daily learning routine but also prove to 
be the food for the soul. The artist in every student engages, unboundly,  in new learnings and finds ways of expressing what 
has been brewing in the tender hearts. At a time, when every soul is worrying about the ways to stride ahead, we need to 
extend an affectionate caress to our young learners. The school counsellor has organized sessions to enable the students 
with the skills to wade through these troublesome times. The Art therapy sessions have brought out perspectives that we 
could never expand our vision to. Our association with the Funtoot App is to channelize the mathematical energies of our 
students and to use this time constructively. With technology being not just the future but the anchor of the present times, 
scientific temperaments are being nurtured through in house AI classes and the cerebral alliance with Stemrobo. 
 
The school has always been in constant and courteous touch with the parents. We continue to garner trust, faith and       
conviction in our relationship through Online Parent Teacher Meetings. These meetings have helped us fortify our action 
plans with positive support and critical feedback to our practices. Together, we have sailed this far in these troublesome 
times and we shall overcome this disaster by standing our grounds secured by Education.  
 

MS. MEERA WADHWA 

(HEAD MISTRESS-MIDDLE) 
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GLIMPSES OF ONLINE TEACHING 

 MIDDLE DEPTT.  
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GLIMPSES OF ONLINE TEACHING AND  

ENCOURAGING FEEDBACKS  FROM PARENTS 

MIDDLE DEPTT. 

I just want to thank you 

for the wonderful            

opportunity you have 

provided to our        

children….All teachers 

are supporting our chil-

dren. Even our children 

are enjoying by the way 

you taught in the video 

conferencing. Thanks a 

lot ma’am once again. 

 

Regards 

Ganya’s mother 

TEACHERS IN ACTION 

FEEDBACKS 



FROM THE HEADMISTRESS’ DESK (PRIMARY DEPTT.) 

“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass, it’s learning to dance in the rain”. 

Dear Parents, 

In light of the present circumstances where the Coronavirus has been declared as a pandemic, thereby forcing us to lead 

our lives under complete lockdown, I ponder over the disruption of the academic calendar planned for our learners.      

However, I am glad to submit that there isn‟t any need for the students‟ learning to be disrupted anyhow. The introduction 

of CRISP-Connected classrooms has proved to be an excellent digital learning platform for our little learners.  

The journey of CRISP had begun with regular training sessions for the teachers to empower them with technology that 

would be an    additional asset to teaching- learning process. Little did we know then that these Connected classrooms  

powered by CRISP would come to our rescue during this unprecedented storm. Our teachers are working tirelessly to  

provide uninterrupted teaching to the learners by creating posts with  detailed explanations and practice assignments. 

Apart from teachers, Special Educator is also taking classes for children with special learning needs and concerns. 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the parents for their valuable feedback and appreciation. The words of   

Ruskin Bond  quoted above are apt for the current scenario. Instead of waiting for the situation to normalize, we decided to 

dance in the rain and made use of technology for the benefit of our learners. 

MS. ALKA TANDON CHADHA 

(HEAD MISTRESS-PRIMARY) 
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GLIMPSES OF ONLINE TEACHING 

PRIMARY DEPTT. 

SESSION WITH THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR ONLINE CLASSES-LEARNING TO KNOW 



 

ENCOURAGING AND LOVING 

NOTES FROM THE PARENTS  

PRIMARY DEPTT. 
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Good Morning, 

Greetings, I am Mansi 
Bura m/o Arnav Bura 
Studying in class    IV-B. I 
just want to say thanks to 
the entire team of 
BBPSRH connecting kids 
on Google Classroom 
where they will see there 
teaches and learn more 
like classrooms…….My 
son is always happy to 
see his teachers and talk 
to them. This way he 
learns very fast. 

Regards 

Mansi Bura m/o Arnav 
Bura IV-A 

Dear Madam, I wish to thank you 

for such an amazing activity...Abeer 

found something new to do other 

than routine activities. I also want-

ed to say you that during the clas-

ses just calling his name makes him 

happier and energetic the whole 

day. Abeer-II A 

Good Moring Ma’am, 

Thank you for conducting        

connected classrooms. The 

video you recorded for Noun 

was very good and my ward 

took it seriously.  

Siddhartha-II-A 



“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.”            

                                                                                                                                                    - Malcolm X. 

Time and tide wait for none. So it has been even in these testing times. With the country caught in a necessary lockdown, the   
pre-school admissions were already nearing its culmination in March 2020. The scheduled Orientation Programme for the     
parents of the new entrants had to be deferred due to the declared urgent Health Emergency COVID-19. All the meetings with 
large  gatherings were stalled and the school abided by the Government orders. The new school with its new session is a historic 
moment for it declares the tiny tots ready to stride into formal education. Anticipating the anxiety and apprehensions of such    
unprecedented times, Bal Bharati Public School, has devised newer ways of maintaining the human connect. The school has  
initiated two way communications between the parents and teachers through WatsApp groups enabling the teachers to stay in 
regular touch with the students and their parents. Virtual video calling has helped in structuring reel time effective bonds  between 
the facilitator and her scholars. A well thought of weekly planner with day wise learning activities of the curriculum is regularly 
shared with the parents. The planner is fortified with a package of support material, including pre recorded audios and videos, to 
ensure step by step learning at home. We are committed in our guidance and courteous relationships with our young learners and 
aim to nurture them in a sequentially progressive manner. 
 
BBPS, Rohini is steadfast in its dedications to the students‟ needs even under these hard times. In their endeavour to carry on the 

creation of learning environs, the pre primary teachers are effectively strategising activities to be practiced under parental       

guidance. Worksheets are devised for five days a week and posted through Snaphomework App. The school and its proactively 

creative initiatives have been absolutely elemental in continuing the learning streak. The school has leaped forward into the virtual 

world and reaped its benefits in creating new and tending the most essential and pure relationships in the world of education. 

MS. ANJANA 

(HEAD MISTRESS-PRE-PRIMARY) 

 

VIDEO INTERACTIONS WITH THE STUDENTS 

TODDLERS IN ACTION 
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FROM THE HEADMISTRESS’ DESK - (PRE - PRIMARY  DEPTT.)

GLIMPSES OF ONLINE TEACHING 

PRE-PRIMARY DEPTT. 



  

The one to one interactive  
session has proved to be very 
useful in developing a teacher 
Student bond. It has             
familiarised my child with new 
School and teacher. I believe 
such calls should keep        
continuing so that these little 
ones adapt to the new envi-
ronment smoothly whenever 
the things get back to normal. 
In current scenario this is the 
best option 
Lipika Vohra 
M/o(Aarav Sachdeva class PS 
-B) 

 

I would like to appreciate the efforts 

by the school and the dedicated 

school staff who are really working 

hard towards the successful educa-

tion of the children. Each day my 

child is excited to have the work 

from school through the online   

sessions which always includes the 

experiential learning as well. It helps 

them to be a logical and an           

analytical thinker.  

These online sessions are helping us 

to ensure that our child remains  

inline to the curriculum and she 

doesn't miss essential academic  

learning  because of an ongoing   

pandemic situation. 

I really appreciate the sheer          

dedication of yours towards the 

kids....  

 

Rajni Gakhar (M/o Amaira Gakhar) 
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As people around the world are 

taking precautions to protect 

themselves, their families and 

their communities from      

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

it’s also important that our kids 

can continue to learns, that 

they can do so in an               

environment that is welcoming 

respectful, inclusive and       

supportive to all. 

Bal Bharati Public School and 

their teachers are playing a vital 

role in tis. Everyday we received 

a new mini-lesson that includes 

a story, a video, worksheets and 

an activity. All activities are 

very interesting and             

child-friendly. 

My child is enjoying all of these 

activities. He really miss his 

school friends and teachers. 

Thanks you BBPS Rohini. 

Parent of Nimit Pandey 

We the parents of Nikunj 

Aggarwal would like to 

Thanks the entire Faculty of 

Bal Bharati Public School, 

Rohini for taking such an 

innovative and Designing 

the learning Module in this 

Tough Time, so that our 

kids learn and keep on in-

dulging into activities at 

home….This is very good 

and Wonderful Experience 

for us. 

Thanks and regards, 

Kapil and Sakshi Aggarwal 

 

ENCOURAGING AND LOVING 

NOTES FROM THE PARENTS  

PRE-PRIMARY DEPTT. 



An E-Counselling session:  Orienting the journey of grade X was conducted by the school counsellor on 25 April 2020,     

Saturday from 11:00 am to 12:00 noon. The session aimed to help the students relieve stress and  reorient themselves 

to healthy lifestyles. It also aided them in streamlining their priorities and reaffirming their dedication to structured 

learning. Ms. Bandhana Sharma, Vice Principal initiated the session with her encouraging words.  

The session was very well strategized and executed by  the school counsellor. She shared her screen and presented a 

step wise step plan of self analysis, problem identification and offered solutions to the possible issues. She supported her 

session with daily anecdotes and a planned Power Point Presentation. Individual queries were forwarded through         

students‟ chats and  addressed towards the end of the session. Almost 130 students had logged in through their G-Suite 

ids and reaped the benefits of the session.  

 

 

 

 

Very fruitful 

discussion. 

Shashwat 

It was very nice 

and informative. 

Harsh Kajala 

 It was very help-

ful session. 

Nandini Jain 

 

What a fantastic 

class. 

Ronit Jadon 

The session was 

very valuable.  

Advika Jain 

The session was 

very valuable. 

Hope it will help 

me in my     

studies. 

Arnav Khurana 

It was very helpful 

and informative ses-

sion. Thank you 

ma’am for giving your 

precious time. 

Parvat Sethi 

Thank you ma’am for 

this amazing session 

and helping us out 

during this difficult 

time. 

Sai Supraja 

It was very helpful 

and useful session. 

Hope these things 

help me to manage 

my time the best. 

Hiral Yadav 

The session was very 

useful. I just realized 

that I just have to be 

organized and stress 

will ultimately go 

away. 

Ekta Arora 

Extremely worthwhile 

and constructive  

session. Aiding us in 

sailing through     

difficulties especially 

distress through the 

adoption of these 

strategies. 

Kritika Gautam 

Very Helpful,  

informative and 

interesting session. 

Manan Jain 

It was an informative 

session that made me 

realize the im-

portance of good 

marks without taking 

much stress. 

Kashvi Arora 

The session was ex-

tremely fruitful. It will 

definitely help in our 

emotional and physi-

cal balance. 

Tisshya Sharma  
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The session was 

very fruitful  and 

beneficial. 

Vritti Garg 

 
What an encourag-

ing session.   

Mannat 

Very fruitful ses-

sion. 

Yashvir Singh  

Chauhan 

E-COUNSELLING SESSION AND FEEDBACKS 
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CARREER COUNSELLING 

EXPLORING THE INNER STRENGTH AND GRASPING NEW SKILLS 

 

Apart from the session on Stress   
Management, many other sessions 
have been organized in this tenure of 
one month. Career options for         
students of Class XI, sessions on     
Artificial Intelligence, module on   
Value Education have been highly  
successful and have received positive 
feedbacks from the students as well as 
parents. The purpose is to connect, 
care and support our students with all 
the expertise, infrastructure and   
compassion. 

VALUE EDUCATION STRESS MANAGEMENT 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  
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As classes, VI, IX and XI mark         
important transition of students from 
one department to another, it is cru-
cial to orient the parents about the 
modifications in the approaches, 
strategies and pedagogies. Hence, 
online orientation cum PTMs were 
organized section wise on          
Saturdays. The sessions included 
Principal‟s address followed by Vice 
Principal‟s, Headmistress‟ sharing 
of challenges, changes and       
concerns. All Sessions ended with 
interaction with parents in which 
their queries were taken and      
resolved. Similarly, classes VII and 
VIII PTMs were  also conducted to 
facilitate parents‟ queries regarding 
online teaching and related issues. 

ONLINE PTA MEETING 

ONLINE ORIENTATIONS AND PARENTS TEACHER MEETINGS 



     

  

  

         

 PAGE-13 DELVING INTO DIFFERENT SHADES OF ART 

ART THERAPY 

My Emotional Wheel and I Am activities were conducted for the students of classes VI-VIII to encourage  students 

to express their emotions namely likes, dislikes, strengths and weaknesses through art. These creative expressions 

were compiled together. The students actively participated in these creative tasks. The tasks were initiated by the 

school counsellor.   

PREFECTORIAL BOARD INITIATIVE 

MOTHERS’ DAY EARTH DAY WORLD BOOK DAY JUICY FRUIT DAY 


